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Introduction
Family ministry is not a new idea for Unitarian Universalists – religious educators in particular
have been aware of the limitations of Sunday School, and the ways in which we fail to serve our
young people, for decades.1 Now, however, we’re seeing increasing interest in exploring family
ministry in our congregations; possibly because, more and more, we’re discovering that the
Sunday School model is not just limiting – for some of us, it is becoming impossible.
That was our experience in Binghamton. But what do we do when the old way isn’t working
and the new way is still experimental? How do we decide where we’re going, and how best to
get there, while simultaneously serving our children, youth and families?
This paper is about our process between fall 2016 and spring 2018. Neither the process nor the
“Binghamton Model” is a blueprint for any other congregation, but I hope others will find
something useful in our experience.
Before we get into the details, I’d like to lift up a couple of aspects of the work:
1. The standard advice about making big changes in a congregation is to “go slow.” A religious
educator in a new position (including an interim position) is invariably advised to change as
little as possible, and to make any changes very slowly. We ignored all that advice. We made
big changes very quickly, beginning almost as soon as I set foot in Binghamton. We had to - the
old way was no longer possible. Others may not have to move this quickly. My perspective,
however, is that a big intentional leap may be a more effective option for congregational
movement toward family ministry, because of the sheer number of moving parts, the culture
shift that is needed, and the connections linking everything that happens in the congregation.
Congregations that I see taking a “go slow” approach seem to get stuck early in the process,
perhaps renaming their RE committee and adding a family-friendly program or two, but not
able to move on from there. Family ministry, however, requires a change in the congregation’s
understanding of its role with respect to families, the role of parents in their children’s religious
education, who worship is for, and what “inclusive” means throughout congregational life. This
is a big congregational project, a little like constructing a new building. And just as a slow,
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tentative approach in funding and planning building construction is unlikely to succeed, such an
approach to big congregational transformation may not always be the most effective for
achieving change or maintaining it in the face of systemic pressures to return to the old ways.
Rapid change was the right approach for this congregation, at this moment.
2. Our schedule was dictated by a non-negotiable two-year endpoint – by that time, we
needed to have a new religious educator with a new job description and a volunteer structure
to support a new approach to faith development. To maintain that schedule, I sometimes
chose to be more actively involved than is generally considered advisable. I think that was the
right decision for us. An early task that I see for any religious educator considering such a big
change is to assess how much staff involvement/oversight/direction is appropriate for you.
3. The “Binghamton Model” is new. I’m excited about its possibilities, and I think there are
other congregations where something like this might work well. Please feel free to take as
much or as little as you like, and adapt in ways that work for you. That said, I would not
recommend attempting to jump into the model without doing the discernment that led up to it,
including clarity about the need for such a big change. This was, for us, significant movement
toward a radical shift in classroom programming, worship, parent roles and support, and the
culture of the congregation. I cannot imagine it succeeding without intentional, congregationwide discernment and experimentation.
4. My experience is that this kind of transition can only succeed if the minister is wholeheartedly engaged in the process. Family ministry makes changes to worship and Sunday
mornings, as well as how the minister and staff use their time. Rev Douglas Taylor, the minister
in Binghamton, embraced the goals of the work, and was a visible presence in (and advocate
for) the process. He maintained his leadership role in decisions about what Sunday morning
looks like for everyone, how and when worship takes place, and what tasks are considered
indispensable, while bringing a willingness to experiment and change even long-standing
traditions. For us, I think this kind of ministerial involvement was essential for the transitional
process.
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Summary
Between 2016 and 2018, the Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Binghamton (UUCB) shifted
from a traditional Sunday School for children and youth to a new approach to faith
development. In this new model, some traditional classes remain, along with many new
elements and significant steps in the culture shift toward family ministry. Both the religious
educator position and the volunteer structure have been redesigned.
While many congregations are finding that Sunday School no longer meets their needs, UUCB’s
new model (sometimes referred to as the “Binghamton Model” or the “Binghamton
Experiment”) is different from other experimental approaches, especially in the design of the
religious educator position. Ongoing adjustment is expected, but the early signs are promising generating new and innovative ways to meet congregants’ faith development needs.

The Context
Binghamton is a city in upstate New York, with a population of 45,000. Economically, the area
continues to struggle with the loss of large employers, including IBM, in the 1990’s. As a result,
the population is now about half of what is was in the 1950’s. Population continues to decline
gradually, especially among younger people. Major employers are Binghamton University and
the three local hospitals.
UUCB was originally a Universalist church, founded in 1835. The congregation built its current
building in the 1950’s. It is located within the city of Binghamton, about a mile from downtown
in the comparatively affluent, and predominantly white, west side. The church draws mainly
from the city and town of Binghamton, and surrounding suburbs.
Membership has been stable in recent years, currently about 225 members, with 170 pledging
units and an annual budget (2018-19) of $325,000. This past year, there were 77 registered
children and youth – many were infrequent attendees, and a few left during the year, and the
average 2017-18 attendance on Sunday mornings with classes was 22.
In addition to the faith development transition work described here, the congregation has also
been preparing for a capital campaign to renovate the building, which currently shows the signs
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of significant deferred maintenance. I was hired in 2016 as the full-time religious educator;
previously the position was ¾ time. The full-time minister has been with the congregation for
15 years, and the Board of Trustees provides church leadership. Other staff are a 20 hr/week
office administrator, a 13 hr/week music director, a 10 hr/week membership coordinator, and
custodian (up to 15 hr/week).

UUCB’s Faith Development History
UUCB has a history of a thriving traditional Sunday School
program. Classes for children and youth were held during
the worship services at 9:30 and 11:15, and included a
Spirit Play program, children’s social action projects, a
large youth group, middle school OWL, and Coming-of-Age
for 8th graders. There have been the typical 5-6
multigenerational services each year, with a mix of
children’s chapels and times for all ages during the SeptMay church year. Most volunteers were parents, but
many were not, and the religious education staff has been
dedicated and skilled, overseeing a high quality program.
Worship services generally followed a traditional Protestant order of service, except for the
multigenerational services, which featured a story or play woven through the service and a
short reflection instead of a sermon, and omitted joys and sorrows. The designated
multigenerational services and times for all ages were, for the most part, the only times when
children attended worship services. Soul Matters themes were followed for about 2 services
each month. Most small groups did not use Soul Matters materials, and the themes were not
otherwise incorporated into congregational life.
The Children & Youth Program Committee functioned as a sounding board for the religious
educator, providing input into curriculum and classroom issues, volunteering as teachers and in
supporting roles, and taking the lead on some social events.
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About 5 years ago, the DRE position became lifespan, and the religious educator became the
Director of Lifespan Faith Development (DLFD). After this change, the DLFD paid attention to
adult programming, while still focusing mainly on programs for children. This change did not
have an impact on the frequency or type of multigenerational worship or programming.
Around 2012 or 2013, the program began to experience the first signs of a larger change. It was
gradual, and difficult to see from within. No one was doing anything wrong, but registrations
started to go down, children were attending less frequently, volunteers were becoming harder
to find, and had less time to commit (and less predictable schedules) and were increasingly
stretched thin. Over the next couple of years, as UUCB staff and core volunteers made heroic
efforts to maintain the existing programming, these trends continued.
By the summer of 2016, as class sizes decreased further, sufficient volunteers could no longer
be found. Some of the people who had been carrying significant volunteer responsibilities were
backing away completely, burned out.
UUCB was at a tipping point – it was not possible to continue doing things as they had been
done. This was an adaptive challenge, and was not going to be resolved by any of the common
technical fixes, such as hiring new staff, changing the curricula, having more parties or
enhancing recruitment efforts. UUCB was experiencing the impact of changes in the outside
world, including demographic changes, family changes, and changes in priorities and children’s
schedules.2 A decline in the number of children in the wider Binghamton community may have
exacerbated the impact on this congregation.
The new reality for UUCB was that people were not volunteering in the way that they used to,
and parents were not bringing their children the way they used to. The needs of the families
had changed and we were no longer meeting those needs. The families were not going to
conform to the expectations of previous generations; instead, to remain relevant, our faith
development programming had to change.
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The Transition Part 1 (2016-17 church year)
Fall 2016
The goal for September through December was to maintain as much familiar programming as
possible, while beginning discussions in the congregation about the reasons for change, getting
initial input, and planning some experiments.
We decided not to continue classes at the 9:30 service, and staffed classes at the 11:15 service
with all of the available volunteers. Since most teachers are in the classroom for only part of
the year, this meant that – as of January – there would not be enough volunteers to fully staff
classes. It did, however, give us four more months to figure out another plan. We updated a
couple of curricula, but maintained the previous format as much as possible for consistency.
We did not make changes to worship or other programming during the fall.
By October, there were ongoing discussions – first with leadership and parents, and then with
committees and the wider congregation. I shared information about the societal issues that are
having an impact on today’s families and their relationship with churches, the impact that we
were seeing and the possible opportunities for connection, faith development and service to
the world if we do faith development differently. And I shared other models for religious
education and Sunday mornings, soliciting input about what we might want to try.
A key point for discussion was the fact that the changes we make to faith development were
not going to be limited to the RE classroom wing. They were going to be experienced
throughout the congregation, including in the worship service. This runs contrary to the
understanding that most people bring to this work, as the Sunday School model is the only way
of doing church that most congregants have ever encountered. This conversation has been
ongoing since fall 2016, and continues.
The minister and I then planned a series of Sunday morning experiments with worship and
programming, to begin in January. Publicity began late in December, and included the
appended brochure.
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January – June 2017
“Faith Development and the Sunday Morning Experience”
“Faith Development and the Sunday Morning Experience” was an
intentional four-month experiment that explored a variety of
formats for whole congregation worship and programming. Two
Sundays a month were traditional, with classes for children and
youth during the 11:15 worship service. The service on those days
followed the usual format and was intended for adults (although
children were welcome to stay if they wish). The other Sundays
were experimental, and did not include age-separated classes for
children. The youth group continued to meet on most Sundays.
Sunday mornings with experimental worship generally included
some all-ages programming, either linked to the congregation’s
monthly theme, or with a social action focus. Such programming
was either embedded within the worship experience or held after
the service.
Children’s classes maintained the previous format, but took place only twice a month and the
content was linked to the monthly theme. This demonstrated the feasibility of theme-based
children’s programming. We also learned that simply linking classroom content to the themes
is not sufficient to connect learning across the generations. A wider use of themes throughout
congregational life will be needed to pursue that goal.
One experiment was the creation of a family space in the
sanctuary. A pew was removed, replaced with a rug, a
small table and quiet activities. The hope was that children
would play quietly there while also engaging with the
service, with a parent in the adjacent pew.
During this time, the experimental and traditional Sundays were publicized with the brochure,
pulpit announcements and sermons, town hall meetings, parent meetings, discussions with
Board and committees, and personal outreach to families. Listening sessions were also held to
facilitate feedback, and a survey was used to gather feedback about the family space.
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Results
There were several key learnings from these experiments:
1. Congregants appreciated social action opportunities on Sunday mornings.
2. Congregants did not want more multigenerational worship services in the traditional
story-based format.
3. The family space drew strong, and mixed, reactions. There were some parents, as well
as people who attend without children, who appreciated the space, and about an equal
number who found it annoying. There were times when a group of children was noisy,
and because of limited adjacent pew space, parents had a hard time sitting close
enough to interact quietly with their children.
After a one-month trial period, we brought the pew back. A good follow-up experiment
would be to try multiple small spaces (this is now possible, since the pews have been
replaced with chairs). If each space only has room for 1 or 2 children, there won’t be a
large group playing together, and parents will be close by.
4. Our “First Sunday” format (described below) was the most popular and (from a worship
leader perspective) the most effective and feasible for use on a regular basis. We have
used this format on the first Sunday of every month (Oct-May) since this experiment.

First Sundays
On the first Sunday of each month, we offer one whole-congregation worship service at 10am,
followed by workshops for all ages at 11:15. There are no classes on First Sundays.
The service is for all ages, but does not follow the usual story-based multigenerational service
format. Instead, a full length (or nearly so) sermon is provided, but is divided into two or three
pieces. There is greater use of story and/or music, and often an interactive piece (an activity or
an object to support reflection that is taken home). An interactive order of service is provided
for children, as well as pipe cleaners for anyone who wants something to do with their hands.
After the service, and before coffee hour, there are typically 4 or 5 different workshops. At
least one (and often more, have a social action focus. At least two (generally more) are
appropriate for all ages; one is adult-specific.
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Recent workshop topics have included:


Hunger Banquet



Gratitude practice



Making blankets for people who are homeless



Yoga and Mindfulness for Young People



Understanding Microaggressions



Collage



Families talk about Race



Making bag lunches for women served by the YWCA (recurring)



Good Grief! (Responding to and supporting others experiencing loss)



Easter baskets for children served by a local soup kitchen



De-escalation

Preparing for 2017-18 Transitional Work
By the spring of 2017, we had some ideas for doing Sunday mornings differently, but more
intentional transitional work was needed to explore family needs and how best to meet them.
A complicating factor was the impending reduction in religious educator hours (from full time
to ¾ time) for budgetary reasons. The Board decided to maintain full time hours (using a onetime alternate funding source) for one more year to allow the completion of transitional work
and to facilitate the staff change.
To prepare, we first revised the religious educator job description to reflect the transitional
nature of the coming year. The new one-year contract was essentially an interim contract, and
the job title became Transitional Director of Lifespan Faith Development (T-DLFD).
We also set up the Faith Development Transition Team, which was charged with working with
the T-DLFD and Minister to:


Create, facilitate and monitor the transition process;



Explain and interpret the process to the congregation; and



Promote and help create opportunities for the congregation to be engaged in the
transitional work.

The team included a chair with decades of religious education experience and strong
organizational skills, a board member, a parent, someone very involved in adult programs, and
a well-respected congregant with skill in facilitating visioning work.
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The Transition Part 2 (2017-18 church year)
August – December 2017

“Faith Development: The Next Generation”

The fall of 2017 was a time of further experimentation, visioning, determining a direction for
faith development, and creating the staff position and volunteer structure to support
movement in that direction.
Experimentation and Fall Programming. Sunday morning programming during the fall of 2017
consisted of First Sundays, the usual multigenerational services, and traditional services with
age-separated classes on the remaining Sundays (about twice a month). Attendance at those
classes continued to be low, and staffing was at the limit of available volunteer time.
The experimentation during this fall had a broader focus than Sunday mornings. Here, we
explored at-home faith development and parent support. We began a parent small group that
met in the evenings with childcare provided, and was religious educator-facilitated. Readings
and discussion focused on chapters of Tending the Flame by Michelle Richards. We also set up
a family library that offered books to support Unitarian Universalist parenting, as well as
children’s books.

The main tool for at-home faith development was a weekly email, the Faith Development
Connection. I created this weekly email, and sent it out on Monday mornings. Each email
provided resources connected to the monthly theme – where possible, the resources related to
the theme of the upcoming worship service. This email did not contain classroom, logistical or
scheduling information – it only provided at-home resources for exploring the theme. Most
resources targeted adults, but some (especially the stories and chalice lightings) were intended
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for all ages. Links to all of the Faith Development Connections for the 2017-18 church year are
available on the UUCB website.3

The parent group was small (typically 4-5 participants at each monthly meeting), but was a
valuable entry point for new parents, and provided support for participants. The library was
used and appreciated by about half a dozen families. And the email was read by 75-100 people
each week; readership did not decline over time – in fact, some of the highest readership was
seen at the end of the year. Feedback was consistently positive, and came from a cross-section
of the church community. This resource was clearly meeting a congregational need.
Visioning and a New Direction. In September and October, we facilitated formal faith
development visioning work. A visioning event in world café format was held in October, as
well as surveys, parent meetings and conversations, class input and information/feedback
sessions for the whole congregation. Specific take-aways from this work identified a desire for:


Non-Sunday ways to engage (by taking faith home and out into the world)



More social action



Less volunteering



Parent education & support



Multigenerational community

The faith development vision statement that came out of this work reads:
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Following this work, movement toward family ministry was identified as the best fit with family
needs and congregational goals.

What is Family Ministry?
Family Ministry is an approach to faith development that recognizes that:
-

Faith development happens throughout our lives, at all ages and wherever we are

-

Parents, grandparents and caregivers are the primary religious educators for their
children, and

-

Ours is an intentional community of all ages.

Family Ministry seeks to meet people where they are and include families of all kinds – as
families – in the life of the congregation.
Family ministry is not just about families with children, but the family ministry model recognizes
that families with children need significant attention. Family ministry may look quite different
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in different congregations, but congregations moving in this direction typically place greater
emphasis on:
-

Whole-congregation worship

-

Social action and social justice for all ages

-

Parent support and education

-

At-home resources

-

Whole-congregation social and educational events

-

Worship and education at times other than Sunday mornings

The Binghamton Model – Staffing and Volunteer Structure for Family Ministry at UUCB
The Binghamton Model was created late in 2017 to move toward family ministry and better
meet the expressed needs of UUCB families, working within the limits of available volunteer
and staff time. The two key pieces of this model are (a) the religious educator job description,
which is grounded in goals and priorities, rather than specific tasks, and (b) the Family Ministry
Team, which brings a different focus to volunteer roles and serves as an ongoing discernment
tool around priorities.

UUCB Director of Family Ministry (DFM)
The mission-focused job description begins:
We envision the Director of Family Ministry (DFM) as a leader who will partner
with our Minister and Family Ministry Team to create meaningful, innovative
opportunities for faith development for all ages. … It is expected that the DFM
will use no more than half of their work time to maintain traditional Sunday
morning programming, the remaining time to be spent on supporting faith
development for families in other ways. We recognize that volunteer partnership
with the DFM is critical … (emphasis added)
This job description departs from traditional DRE job descriptions in clearly stating that Sunday
morning programming is not the first priority. The religious educator is expected to do what
they can to support Sunday programming, with the time and volunteer resources available,
while devoting at least as much time to providing other kinds of faith development
opportunities.
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Another key departure from traditional job descriptions is the collaborative language – the DFM
serves in partnership with volunteers to support faith development. There are, of course, some
areas where the DFM brings particular expertise (e.g., safer congregations guidelines, antiracism programming, administration, curriculum resources, UU theology and worship,
pedagogy) and that expertise should carry considerable weight. But faith development
programming is expected to be the product of a partnership – the DFM is not expected to
provide a full family ministry-grounded program by themselves.
The job description contains a visual to illustrate priorities and anticipated time usage:

Although the number of hours the DFM is will be expected to devote to each task is specified,
the level of volunteer support available will be a major factor in determining how much the
DFM can accomplish while keeping within these time constraints. There is also an
understanding that this time estimate was the best approximation as of December 2017, and
that the minister and DFM will need to make readjustments throughout the coming year.
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UUCB Family Ministry Team
The former Children & Youth Program (CYP) Committee was designed with a narrow focus on
age-specific Sunday morning programming, social action and social events. This was
appropriate for the traditional Sunday School model, but family ministry requires a focus on the
experience of children, youth and families throughout the life of the congregation. To bring
about this shift, the Family Ministry Team was created.
In the Family Ministry Team, each volunteer attends to a specific
aspect of congregational life, referred to as a portfolio. The person
who holds a portfolio is not expected to do all the work in that area,
or to maintain past practices and activities. They are expected to pay
attention to that aspect, and to form collaborations with others in the
congregation and the DFM to support the faith development of
children, youth and families through procedures, activities and
programs that are within the scope of their portfolio.
The Family Ministry Team is not a committee. This is a real, and
significant, distinction. The Team meets infrequently (about 3 times a
year) to stay connected to work in other areas and to get input on
ideas. Team members do not recruit each other as helpers – the DFM
will often serve in a consulting or collaborative role, and support for a
Team member’s initiative is drawn from the wider congregation. It is
hoped that eventually each Team member will have a small group of
volunteers who regularly support them in their work.
There are many possible portfolios that could be held by a member of the Family Ministry Team
(for a listing of initial portfolios, see the Family Ministry Team brochure, appended). The
expectation was that the Team will function as an ongoing discernment tool – portfolios that
have a Team member attending to them (and that attract willing volunteers to do the work) are
assumed to be a high priority for the congregation. If a position is not filled, or volunteers
cannot be found, that area is assumed to be a low priority, and that work does not get done.
The DFM is not responsible for making up the difference.
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January - May 2018 Putting it into Practice
During the last few months of the formal transition period, ongoing successful programming
was continued, including First Sundays, the Faith Development Connection, the family library
and the parent group. Early and late elementary classes were combined, due to low
attendance and limited teacher availability. We created Spirit Play hybrid model for themebased, multi-age classes based on a Spirit Play story and including both Spirit Play activities and
related activities intended for older children. This model worked well for children and teachers
and looks promising for future use.
The Children & Youth Program Committee was disbanded, and the Family Ministry Team was
populated with six members, holding the following portfolios:
-

Welcome & Connection

-

Sunday Classes – early elementary / Spirit Play

-

At-home Faith Development

-

Youth

-

Administrative Support

-

Social Action

As mentioned before, unfilled portfolios are assumed to be a low priority for the congregation,
and the DFM is not expected to do extra work in those areas.
The Family Ministry Team immediately began innovative work, with some exciting
collaborations:
The Growing Minds Story Hour was a series of five Friday
evening story and activity sessions. It was initially
conceived as an outreach opportunity, with both in-house
and community-wide promotion. Sessions were led by
one Team member, with another overseeing publicity and
hospitality, and 10 other volunteers from the
congregation providing support for the sessions. The role
of the religious educator was to support the planning, and
activity and story selection, and to provide additional
support on some evenings. The average attendance was
12 children, with more than half from the wider
community, and several from families who were new to
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the church this year, but had not been attending classes. As an outreach program, and an entry
point for new families, this was highly successful.
Other projects for the Team so far include:
-

a Hunger Banquet, which was a collaboration involving the Team member holding the
Social Action Portfolio, the First Sunday Workshop Planning Group, the Social Action
HUUB and other volunteers,

-

the creation of a youth-led social action team,

-

increased attention to youth in worship, and

-

administrative support for the religious educator, allowing staff time to be directed
toward other faith development programming.

During this time, there was also a successful search for the new Director of Family Ministry.

Looking Forward – A Few Thoughts
So far, the Family Ministry Team seems to be working as intended, although some portfolios
are not yet filled, including Social Events, Worship and First Sundays. Efforts to recruit for those
positions continue, but this may be an example of the Team’s function as an ongoing
discernment tool. I expect continued pressure from the system to revert to functioning as a
committee; some vigilance by Team members and church leadership will probably be needed
to maintain this new model.
Continuing movement in this direction will also require ongoing attention to communication
about the big picture, as well as new opportunities. Congregational involvement was significant
during the transition process, but the understanding of family ministry and what it means for
the congregation varies.
Another area that warrants particular attention at this stage is inclusion, especially in worship,
but also in the work of the congregation. This might mean changing committee structures –
perhaps some version of the Team model might be appropriate elsewhere. In worship, being
truly inclusive may mean further changes to the traditional order of service, and it may mean
changing some expectations to allow younger people (children, youth and adults) to be full
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participants. This is now a topic for conversation, and it seems ready for further
experimentation.
The family ministry model would be supported and enhanced by wider use of the monthly
themes throughout the life of the congregation. Themes can be a powerful tool for connecting
congregants, including across generations – however, as we discovered, this requires more than
just bringing the themes into the classroom. A next step might be to consider what additional
activities, events, parent support and at-home resources might bring greater visibility and
connection with the themes throughout the congregation.
Support for the DFM and ongoing adjustment to the position will be key to the success of this
model. There will be lingering congregational expectations grounded in the traditional religious
education model. Leadership support as some of those expectations are not met is critical. In
addition, the minister and DFM will make continuing adjustments to DFM priorities and tasks, in
view of circumstances in the congregation next year. Boundaries will also be important, both
for the DFM and members of the Family Ministry Team, to ensure a reasonable workload for
staff and volunteers, and to maintain the family ministry direction.
Finally, it is time to reconsider program assessment. Even in this transitional year, it is clear
that faith development offerings reached more people, but that wasn’t reflected in Sunday
morning attendance figures. Classroom attendance is no longer an accurate measure of the
quality or extent of the programming, the performance of the religious educator or the benefit
to the community. As our understanding of faith development expands into the whole
congregation and beyond, new approaches are needed to assess who is being served and which
programming is genuinely meeting the needs of our families of all kinds.
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